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General differentiationformulas for successive derivatives of
a function are obtained in terms of the values of the funotion at
unequally spaoed argummts and the correspondingdistances between
the successive arguments using Lagrangian polynomials of ~ous
degrees. The remainder term is also obtained. Tables of coeffi-
cients in the foznmlas for the first four derivatives are given in
intervals of 0.01 for the s~cial ease where only one spacing at
either ed is different from the others, aa is often enoounte~d
near a ourved lmmdary, for differeti ratios of this spacing to the
others.
A general discussion of appl~ng these formulas to the numer-
ical.solution of partial differential equations is made. In parti-
milar, the ap@oation to the equations of the elliptic tyye is
illustrate with a problem involving derivatives of both first and
second o-r and with the value of the function given on a ciroular
boundary. After replaoing the derivatives by the formulas basea on
fourth-degreepolynomials, the resulting set of equations is solves
by both relaxation and matrix methds. Similar application to prob-
lems of compressible flow past isolated and cascade airfoils and
through turbomaohines,and tem~rature distribution and thermal
stress in oooled turbine blades, is indicated.
In recent Pars, use of numerical methcds in the solution of
partial differential equations that are intractableby exaot analyt-
ical methds increasea. In these methods, a network of pivotal
points over the domain of the problem is considered and the differ-
ential &uation is replmed by its finite-differenceexpressions
that involve the values of the “wanted funotlmn” at these points.
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In general, the accuracy of the solution depen& on the fineness of
the network and on the accuracy of the finite+5fference expressions “ ,,
used. Eor the case where the spacing between the points is every- .
where the same, Mfferentiation formulas based on polynomialsup to
the ninth degree are available (reference1). In most praotical g
problems, however, a part of or the whole boundary line of the domain 1+
is often curved, which renders the spacing near the boundary dif-
ferent frcxnthat elsewhere. In the past, a linear or higher-cinder
extrapolation formula was usually used.to obtain, from the given
boundary value, the value at a fictitious point outside the boundary
at a Mstance from the first point inside the boundary equal to that
between all the other points (references2 and 3). In refemmce 4,
a differentiationformula based on unequal distances between the
points is obtained for the second-omler derivative using a second-
degree polynomial,but the error term is not given. It is felt
that a need exists for general formulas for computing different
orders of derivatives by using the values of functimui at nonqui -
distant points based on polynomials of various degrees.-Such for-
mulas will not cmly help to solve more convenientlythose problems
with curved boundaries, especiaUy for computation on large-soale
digital caquting machines, but will also help to reduce the nuniber
of points involved in a problem by using relatively small spoings
only where needed. The formulas ~ alSO help to d.eteridnemore
accurately the non-homogeneousterms in the differential equation
that are not given but are to be obtained through differentiation
during the calculation.
In connection with the theoretical investigationbeing conduc-
ted at the I’UWllLewis laboratory on fluid flow ~st cascades of arbitmry
airfoils and through turbomachineswith arbitrary hub and casing
shapes, general differentiationformulas are obtained in terms of
the values & the function at non-eg.tidistantpoints and the cor-
responding distances between the successive potits by using
Iagrangian po@mmials of various degrees. The error term is also
obtained. Tables of coefficientsfor the first four derivatives
for the special case where only one spacing at one end is different
from the others, as often encountered near a curved boundary, are ‘
computed.for Mfferent ratios of the unequal distance to the equal
distances from 0.1 to 1.29 in titervals of 0.01.
A general discussion of the applimtion of these formulas to the
nmnerical solutions of partial dMf erential equations is presented}
incluMng the advantages of using a higher-degree polynomial. The
method is illustratedwith a problem involving a second-orderpartial
differential equation with a circular boundary, which is treated in
reference 3 by the use of a difference-correctionmethod. After the
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derimzbives are replaced by fourth+legree differetiiationformlas,
the resulting equations are solved by both relaxation and matrix
methods. The application to fluid flow past isolated and oascade
airfoils and through turbomaohines and to temperature distribution
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1,2, .*. N interior points
a,b,o,d, . . . boundary points
f n
2> “t,iv first to fourth-order derivatives
nth derivativen
Subscripts:
i,j,k,Z,p,q denute value at given arguments
o “ stagnation value
GENERAL DIE’FERENJ!IATIOII?FO134ULAS
.
If y= f(x) is a funotion of x and the value of y at n+l
arguments or points X0, xl, . . . xi, . . . ~ are known, the *w*
Lagrangian interpolationpolynomial of degree n is (referenoe5)
(X-XJ(x-q l l l (X-xn) (X-xo)(x-+ l l l (X-xn)
yl +...+
y = (Xo++ (XO-XJ. c .(xo-xn) ‘0+ (X1-xo)(yxJ. . .(yxn)
(X-xo)(X-X-J . . l (x-xn-J f(n+l)(~)
(Xn-xo)(xn-xJ l l .(xn-xn-~)‘n + (n+l) i ‘x-%) ‘X-X1) “ “ l ‘x-%) ‘1)
in whioh the last term is the remainder tezm with the value of
~
lying between the least and the greatest of the numbers x, ~,
xl, . . . ~. By using
IqJx) = (x-x(j)(x-xl) * l l (X-XJ
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In the preceding formulas of the remainder terms, only the fir&t
two terms are given. The value of t is unknown. Far the ease where
f(n+l)(x) and f (n+2)(x) do not vary much over the range @ x, they
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For the ease where the derivatives are required only at the given
argumerits xi, the faot that most of the terms Contaihtng IIn+l(Xi)
vanish greatly simplifies these formulas. The resulting expression
for the first derivative agrees with that given in referenoe 5. For
l@e lyresentwork, it is found to be more convenient to keep the general
form as previously given, which enables the same operation at all.
points. Thus, the mth derivative of y at xi basea on a poly-
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F and so forth. With this setup, the expression of the ooefficientp A
in terms of tliegiven unegyaldistances between the points oan be
obtained very easily; for example, if the suooessive spaoings between
five points xo, xl, ~, X3, and X4” are a, b, c, and d, res-
.
ively, the ooefficients A can be obtained in the followin.gmanner:
First, the expressions of 115(~), inoluding the factor zero for
i = 0,1,2,3,4, are written.. For exem@e, .at i = 1, I15(q) is
11 for j = 0,1,2,3,4 area(0)(-b)(-b-o)(-b-o-@. Coefficients 4A~
then obtatid sim~yby taking out the appropriate X1-X3 fa~tor from
=5(x1) ad appl~~ the summation opezation. At all of the other
points except at j = i = 1, all of the terms exoept one vanish
beoause of the factor zero in 115(x1), with the result ~A~ eg@
to -b(b+o)(b+o+d); ab(b+c)-+ ab(b+o+d) + a(b+c)(b+ctd) -‘b~b+o)(b+C+d);
a(b+o)(b+o+d); ab(b+c+d); and @b(b+o) at ~ = 0,1,2,3,4, respectively
The other mefficients oan be obtained in a similar manner.
The expressions of the various coefficients in formula (15) in terms
,, of the unequal spacings ajb~ . . . between successive arguments, using












m i Al I M I E/f(3)(~)
o -(2a+b) -(a+b) “-a a(a+b)/6
1 1 -b a-b a -ah/6
2 b a+b a+2b (a+b)b/6
o 1 1 1 .{&++)3
2 1 1 1 1
“ 2 1 1 1 (a+~b)/3
.
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n:(q)) q(q) q%?) II;(X3)
-a(a+b)(a+b+c) ab(h.o) -(a+b)bo (a+b+o)(b+o)c
.
.


















2 be(a+d) (=+b)o(e+d )
[ 1-(a+b )bo-(a+b )b( -d )+(a+b)o(a+d)+bo( o+d)
.
s -(b+o M ‘ -(a+b+o )od -F(a+b+a)(b+a )d



















s (b+o)c-(M)d-ad (a+b+o)e-(a+b+a )d-od
[
p+bfi)(b+a )- (8A+a)4- 1
‘l@w(”-)+(b**)dq[~~==~~fl~d[~:=~$ti~d
D-a-(a+b)- a+b+o)-(a+w!+d) [A&M&+0,-] -&(a+b+a )-(a+b+o~ )
L -b-(b+n )-(b+c+d) a+(b+a )-( b+o+d) a-(b+o )-( b+a+d)
2 b-o-(a+d) (a+b)-o-(o+d) (nib )*-O-(.+4
5 (b+c )+u4 (a+b+a )+04 (a+b+a )+(b+.)-d
1 (b+n+d )+(o+d )+d (a+b+a~ )+(c+13)W (a+b+O+d)+(b+O* )+d
> “ -1 1 1
1 1 1 1
# 1 1 1
,
I 1 1 1
I ,. 1. 1 1’,.
U:(XJ II:(xl) nJ(=2)
I
a(a+b)(a+b+e)(a+b+e+d) -ab(b+a ) (b+c+d ) (a+b)bo(o+d)
?,:”l. zo ~“ > ;,.7, 3, q / >C5,7Z +,
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s’ 3) I UJ(X4 )
-(a+b+o )(bta)od (a+b+o+d)(b+o+d)(e+d )d
-& ab(b+o)(b+o+d) ‘
& (a+b)(bo(o+d)
- & (a+b+a)(b+o )od
& (a+b+oM)(b+a+d) (o+d)d ‘
[[
1 a M-b)(a+b+a )ta(a+b.)(a**+d)+







1 (a+bto~)(b+o+d) (e+d)+(a~)(~)d+ I
m (Alwd) (C+d)d+(b+eld)(wd)d 1
. ~(a+b~%(a~~)w(aw~)+~ti)(-w]
~ (a+b) a+b+o+d)+(.+b+o )(a+b+a+d)
1 -b-a(b+a -a(b+a+d)+b(b+.s)+
1~ [b(b+otd)+ b+o)(b+o+d) 1
a [i3x+ww’)(4)-]
\ 1h [%~h’ %Uzb: )d-od




; [(a+b+o )+(b+a )+04]
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The correspti~ simplified expressions for the special case
where only the first spacing is different from the rest, as often
encountered.near the buundary of a problem, are given in the following
formulas: In these formulas, r is equal to the ratio of a to the
other uniform spacings b = c = d . . . . For ready ap@ioations,
the differentiationcoefficients and the coefficient of the first
remainder term of this special case - ccunputedfor a range of r
from 0.10 to 1.29, in intervals of 0.01 and are given in the attaohed
tables. .
Three-PointDifferentiation Fornmla for a=rb
m i AO % %?
o -(l+2r)b -(l+r)% -rb
1 1 -b -(1-r)b rb
2 b (I+r)b (2+r)b
o 1, 1 -1
2 1 1 1. 1
2 ‘1” 1. 1
7E/f(3)(E) .~ r(l+r)b26
EEEEsl”
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Differentiation Formula for a~b~o
#
---
f ; k+ “ ‘ “ ~‘q~~’”(l+r)(~r)b2 r(2+r)b2 r(l+r)b2
1 ~2 (2-3r)b2 -2rb2 -r’2 2rb3
1 7zz-
2 -’2 -(l+r)b2 -b2 (l+r)b2
_ J&#
3 ~2 (2+r)b2 2(2+r)b2 (6+3r)b2 2(&b3
.
0 -3(l+r)b -(3+2r)b -2(l+r)b -(l+2r)b [r(2+r)+2(l+r)~b2
1 -3b -(3-r)b -(2-r)b -(1-r)b (2-:)’2 “
~
2 0 rb (l+r)b (2+r)b b2
-m ‘
3 3b (3+r)b (4+r)b (5+r)b @S;)b2
o 1 1 1. 1
- W#!
1 1 1 1 1
-~
5
2 1., 1’ 1 1 Q#?
3 “1 1. 1 1 i2g.)l!
I
q(~) q(<) i-](<) I&)’
-r(l+r)(2+r)b3 “ 2xb3 “ -(l+r)b3 2(2+r)b3
I 1 I I I
.
.
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U;(XJ I U;(%J I y+ I qj(~) I l$(q
r(l+r)(a’r)(y’r)bh -6A 2(1*)* -2(2+r)tJ+ 6(5+r)b4
,
I .
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In all formulas and tables, E denotes the.first term in the
remainder series. If the value of r of a given problem-lies between
oomputed intervals, either linear or higher-o-r interpolation,,depend-
ing upon the value of r and the nuuiberof Significantfigures requha,
maybe uses to obtain the desired value. In the ooeffioient tlables
where r = 1, the first term.in the remainder series of some deriva~
tives is equal to zero, therefore the seoond re~inder term is requ~a.
Because of the unknown nature of d~/dx in the second remainder term,
the error term listed in the coefficient tables,is obtained by using a
Taylor series expansion at the point xi in question.
Although the tables of meffioients are computed for the case
where the first interval is different from the others, they may also
be uses for the ease where the last interval is different from the
others by taking the coefficient in the reversed order and multiplying
by (-l)m, as indicated by the headings at the bottom of these tables.
These two headings could be used together to get a shcrt interval for
interpolationin’the ease of three-point fos.
It may be noted that in the formulas, t~ coeffioients A
satisfy the folMwing relation:
~ mAi . n m,i
ni E njj=o
j+i ,
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APPLICATIONTO SOLUTION OF PAKEG3L DIFFEWWI IIL EQJATIOMS
The IU.UE&oal solution of partial differential equations mnsists
of two main steps; namely, nplacing the differential equation by its
finite-difference_ssion at a number of ohosen nodal points and
solving the unknmns from the resulting set of elgebraic equations.
.4 The differentiationformulas m presented.herein in order to obtain
more amurate and convenient expressions of the finite-clifference
equations near a mrved boundary and also to enable the use of a net-
work of varying spacings, which may be very desfrable in the machine
computation of problems involving a large number of points, such as
encountered in fluid-flow problems.
.
Consider the following type of ~ial differential.equation of
the second order @equently encountered in ergl.neeringproblems:
(24)
where F, G, H, J, and K are functions of the two independent vari-
ables q and t . In order to use the differentiationformula (16),
it is convenient to choose a rectangular grid over the whole region.
(See fig. 1.) Substituting equation (16) (withoutthe remainder terms)
into equation (24) in each direction at a point, the CP value of.
whioh iS &, results in the fallowing algebraic equation:
where 9J and @ denote ~ values along the q and. L directions~
respectively. (See fig. 1 for a typioal point near boundary with n = 4.)
Obviously,only when the re~imr *Z’MS ~Ri and ~Ri are ne@i -
gible, compared with the main terms in equation (16), will equation (25) ,
represent the ori&hd. equation (24) at these points with sufficient
acouracy, and the golution obtained by solving the set & equations (25)
oovering the whole ngion will give a goti approximate solution of the
original differential equaticxi(24). When fomulas (18) and (20) and . “ ,
the E terms listed in the tables of cmfficients are referr& to, it
is seen that the magnitude of the coefficient of the re=ind.er term is
controlled.entirely by the @gree of the pdynmial use’dand the grid
spaoing chosen.
—— ..—-- . —
— —. ---





For nth-degree polynomial representation,derivatives-of orders
higher tb n are involved in the remimr te~; ~+l(x)~ ~+l(x)~
are of the order of the @acing raised to the n, (n-1) . . .
~o&~, respectively;and the denominator (n+l)S inoreases rapidly with
increasing values of n. Bemuse numerioal calculation is usually p?-
formed with dimensionless quantities, with the distance expressed in
terms of a prinoipal dhension of the problem, the spacing involved in
actual oaloulation is usually less than 1. Hence the higher power on
the spacing resulting from a higher-degreepolynomial representation
reduoes the magnitude of the remainder term. Consequently,a higher-
degree polynomial representationwill always pmit a smeller number
of grid points necessary for a given acmracy, if the successive deriv-
atives do not inorease faster than the combined effect of a decreasing
q+~(x) l . . in the numerator and an increasing (n+l)j in the
denominator of the coeffioient, For exam@e, a comparison of the
remainder term of the equally spaoed fourlin-degreeor five-point for-
mula at the off-oenter points sq and x3 with the seoond-@gree or
three-point formula at the oentral point xl indicates that, for the
same aoouraoy, the five-point formula requires a g35as.paoingnot
mailer than that required by the three-point formla raised to two-
thirds power if the fifth &rivative is not greater than the fourth
derivative. Under suoh-a oondition, if the grid spaoing required for
a given desired aoouraoy by using the three-point formula is 0.1, the
spaoiu@ required by using five-point formula is 0.215, which means a
reduction in the umber of grid points of four and eight times can be
expected by going fram three-point formula to five-point formula in
a two-dimensionaland three-dimensionalproblem, respectively. This
saving certainly @tifies the use of slightly more complicated for-
mulas ati is especially important for fluid-flow problems where a very
large region must be included in the oaloulation. This situation is
amply demonstmbed in reference 3, where it is fmud in various problems
that the inolusion of differences up to the fourth order with a rela-
tively coarse grid gives more aocmte results thin using only second-
degree polpomial representationwith a network four times as fine.
In most practical problems, the successive derivatives decrease
in magnitude. There are, however, problems that inolude regions where
, the suooessive derivatives inorease rapidly in magnitude. The only way
to make the remainder term negligible then is to mke the spacing small
enough. One interesting exam@e of this nature is given in referenoe 6,
where the function y = (1+~ )‘1 has a successive even-order derivative
that increases rapi~y at x = O. For a spacing of 1, it was shown that
at x = O. the acouracy of the computed derivative decreases with the
increasing degree of polynomial representation. This decrease is due to
.
.. . .. .. .. .. .
..— .—
-— —-- ..- *--- .. -.? -.. , ..- .,: ---——- -———- --- ---- -- - - ---
. . . .
. . . . . . .
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the faot that the inorease of the derivatives
increase in (n+l)! . With the S~i~ of 1,
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is greater than ‘the
however, none of the three -
. polynomialsused is good enough for aotual calculation. When the spacing
is reduced to one-half, the fourth-degreepolynondal gives better results
.
in several.@aces, but still none of them gives acceptable amuraay.
(See table I.) When the interval is further reduced to one-fourth,the g
fourth-degreepolynomial gives best results ever@here and is the only
one that gives acceptable accuracy over the whole range. When the inter-
val is still further reduoed to one-eighth,the fourth-degree polymnnial
‘ gives mlues amurate to within 1 percent everywhere except for y“ at
x. -1. .The second-de~e polynomials, however, @ve results not quite
as gocd as those given by the fourth-de-e polynomial with twice that
spaoing. Thus, when a small enough spacing (0.25 or 0.125) is,used,
the.coefficient of.the error term decreases with increasing order of
polynomial representation (beoause of the higher power on the spaoing
term and the larger value of the faotorielterm in the denominator) at
a rate suffloiently”fast to overoome the increase of the successive
derivatives at x = O.
Before starting computation of a new ~blem, it is therefore always .
desirable to make a difference analysis of a known solution of a similar
problem or of an approximate solution of the given problem to see approx-
imately how the wanted funotion varies over the entire domain of the .
~blem. In most practioal problems, the successive derivativesusually
decrease over most of the regions and it is always advantageous to use
hig”mr~egree pol~omial representationwith ~latively coarse spacing.
If successive derivatives are expedted to increase rapidly in oertain
regions, however, it is essential to use very small spacings in those
regions. In fluld-flow problems, whefi it is necessary to extend the
domain of calculation far away from-the object to take care of the bound-
- conditions,-it would be desirable to use an increasinglylarge
spacing away from the object.
After the nuniberof nodal points of a given problem and the value
of n at these points are chosen, the appro~iate method of s@ving” the
. resulting set of equations (25) is determined.by the typ of the given
differential equation. If the originel equation is of the eld.iptictype
with the value of the function or its normal derivatives specified on a
closed boundary, the set of equations (25) covering the whole region is #
to be solved simultaneouslyby either indirect or direct mthcds. If
the original differential equation is of the parabolic or hy@rbolic
t~ where initial values of the funotion are given on a uart of the
boundary, the step-by-step forward
(Skmg characteristiclines in the
integration-prooedureis appro~ate
ease of ~rbolic equations). .
.
..—.
— .— -.. . . . . -.— ——— —— -,
.:. ” . “ .“..
, ,.. .
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In problems of the boundary-value t~, the re~tion method
develop&d .bySouthwell (reference2) has proved to be mzoh superior to
other iterativemet- and @s been used to solve many important
P engineering problems (references2, 3, and 7 to 10). The ~fferen-tiation famula obtained herein will help to obtain equation (25) more
E accurately and mnveniently at the boundary and to reduce the labor of
computationby adopting a network of varying spaoing in problems in-
volving large domains. “
In problems such as fluid flow over an isolated ai~oil or a CaS-
cade of airfoils inoluding a large nuniberof nodal points, the work
involved is still great even with an increasinglylarge spaoi~ away
flxm the airfoils. Although this tremendous amount of hand cmnputing
may be avoided by solving the ~oblems on a modern high-speed large-
scale digital computing machine, the maohine 6an mly be”set up in a
relatively simple way either with a straight iteration method of
Liebmann or the faster relaxation method and many passes have to be
made over the network to reduoe error everywhere to an all~ble limit.
Beoause of the reoent finding that,the previous error estimate of the
direct solution of a set of algebraic equations by the elimination
technique is far too pessimistic (referencesl-lto 14), ‘andbeoause
the coefficientmatrixof equation (25),although of very large
ozder, contains only a few nonzero elements in eaoh row, thus giving
a much smaller effective order of the matrix, it is quite conceivable
that two- and three-dimemi~-flm problems involving grid points up
to a few hundred oan be solved very ~pidly with acceptable acouraoy
by this technique on the digital machines. ,,
The simplest way of~tirectly solving egyations (25) seems to be
as follows: Equations (25) are first written in the following matrix
form: All the unknown V‘s at the N interior points are denoted
by superscripts 1, 2, . . . and the given boundary values are denoted
with superscripts a, b, . . . w, as shown in figure 2. (The o~r of
numkring is from top to bottom and fmnu left to right.) Then at eaoh
interior point, there is one eqpation (25). When the ccnubinedcoeffi-
cients of unknown V’s in the equation at Vi Point are tie~ted by
M~, and the sum of I@ and the product of the kndwn boundary ~’s
and the corresponding o.peffioientam denoted as Pi, the N sets of
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are square and column matrices of order N.
The nature of the coefficient matrix M;
.
from the problem involving
29 unknown qsS shown in figure 2, is indicated,in figude 3. (The
central-pointfive-point formula is used everywhere excepb at the points g
next to the boundary.) In general, the largest number in each row is 1+
located at the diagonal.line. It is clearly indicated in figure 3“that
the matrix M can be considered as composed of 6 x 6 = 36 eubmatrioes;
the ones on the diagonal line are square matrices of otier five and con-
tains only four zero elements ati the remaining ones are diagonal matrices
also of order five-. T“hesesubmatrices are designated La] in figure 3.
Wherever a curved boundary exists, a part of these submatrices is cut off,
as is c$. In case the three-point formla is used throughout, the order
of matrix M nec&s~ily becomes several times larger and there will be
only one line of diagonal submatrices running along each side of the min
ones on the main diagonal.
In equation (26), if the coefficient matrix M is nonsingul.ar,a
unique solution for ~ always exists. Although there are a nuniberof
methods to solve this matrix equation (references12 and 13), the follow-
< ing method is found to be the best in taking tivantage of the large num-
ber of zero elements in the given coefficientmatrix M to reduoe to a
mhimum the number of operations and recordings of the present problem.
This methcd involves the resolution of the coefficient=trix M into
the product of an upper triangular and a
follows: From the.theorem of triangular
enbes 11 and 12),
[M] = [~ [a][~
lower triangular matrix as
resolution of a matrix (refer-
Where [z] and [u] are lower and upper trian@ar matrices both with
unit elements along the diagonal, and [d] is a diagonal matrix. It
is found convenient to combine [~ and” [d] into a lower triangular
matrice [L], which @elds
B!] = El El (28)
TIE elements ti matrices [L] ati [u
1
can be obtained by the ordinary
=trix multipli&tion rule as follows superscripts and subscripts indi-
cate the mniber of the ruw and the column, respectively):
. . —. ~--— --— —T-— —-. , - .:- ——-. -- -- —-- —--- .














The sequenoe of operation is always (1) obtain L along
(2) obtain u along a row. The general operation oan
eim@y % written La
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(2) O~ration along a row -i:
(30)
3.
The natude of [~ ati [~ are indicated in fi~ 4. In fkot, a
oomposite matrix ~] = ~] + [u] - [I] oan be used in place of sepa-
rate matrices [L] and [u] to facilitate recording. Then both L
and u in equations (29) dnd (30) are replaced by V. The composite
matrix is calJ-edauxiliary matrix in reference IS, whe= formulas similar
to equations (29) and (30) were’obtained by an induction process. The
composite matrix V is shown-in figure 5. It may be noted that in the
case of problems where there exe more unknowns in the central region
than shown in figure 2, .matrix V will have more rows like those frcm
row U. to row 25. The di~erence betwaen these’typical.rows from those
above and below them is due to the unsymmetrical formulas at points near
to the left and right boundaries.
When [L] and [u] are obtained, the solution of ~he set of equa-
tions involves the following forward and backwa?klsubstitutions: Defin-
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(32) is compared with equation (30), it is seen that
meoisely the sams manner as Ui. The column
=trix P can the=fore be-added to the right of matrix M and fa?eatecl
in the same manner as the last column of M (fig. 6). In additionj it
is advisable to add a checking column S to M defined by
Then one more column T is
(See fig. 6.) The fcmmulas
(35)










of values of {P] are given at the s- tim3, they
[1
in the beginning of computation,thus obtain-
V ‘at
solutions are reguirea for
the same the . This situation ~ses when
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Of K(v,~) in the original differential-equation (25)l If solut~~
is regu-a for a different value of {1?} any time“afterthe first
solution is obtained, the matrix V is always ava~ble and the work
required is only the forward and backward substitution processes. In
all cased, the prlnoipl work inwolved is the transformation of matrix
to matrix V. once this transformation is done for a given ~oblem,
solutions for dt?ferent {P}’s can be obtained very quickly.
This methd can be exkded to nonlinear differential equations,
where the coefficients F, G, H~ J, and K depend on q. Ons way of
exbendiug the methd is to recompute the values of F, G, H, J~ and K
after a solution of ~ is obtained. Recomputing mans, however, repe-
tition of the whole process as sham in figure 6. For scunetypes of
e~iptic differential equation such as the one encountered.in subsonic
flow, a much simpler method is possible. Fob exam@Le, the equations
defining the irrotational@ion of a compressiblenonviscous fluid are
.








. - (39) ‘
(40)
(41)
By takingthe term involving density as constant for each calculation
and as the K tezm in eqiation (25), a matrix M is obtaiqed @at is
determined only by the geometric shape of the ~oblem. T& matrix V
&n then be used to compute successively imprOved values of {*} using
successively inqmoved values of {p}, which contains the successively
mfxmea values of K (or p). For subsonic flow, the variation of
density with velocity is limited, thus this process of treating the non-
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especially convenient when a large nuniberof
or casmde airfoil is required, such as with
.
27
oases for a given isolated
various stream Mach nunibers
in which case the matric~s M -and V remain fixed:
St is believed that the method &esoriled herein will.find increasing
use in ~oblems of fluid flow.past isolatea and oasoade a~oils, fluia
flow t-h @b~chines j te~ra’hre distribution and the~ stress
in a coolea turbine blade, and many other boundary-value problems. For
an ordinary completely filleilmatrix of otier N, tha number of mzlti-
plioation and division prooessesinvolved in the matrix solution is of
the order of ($+ ‘2) for obtaining [v], and lV2 for obtaining
{Q} and {9]. Bemzse of the large nunber of zero elements in [~,
‘thec&responding nuniberof multiplication and d$vision prooesses in-
volves using the five-point &ifferentiation formula is of the order of
(4P2 N+4@J) for [~, and 413N for {Q} and {q~, wliere P is of
the order of the submatrix a. (If the three-point differentiationfor-
mula is used, there are (B2 N+4~N) and 2@J operations, respectively,
with N necessarily several times larger.) This reduction in the’effec-
tive order of the matrix is very helpful in reducing rounding-off errors.
If the present dtgital computing machine is designed to handle an ordi-
- ~tr~ of order of 100 (reference 11), it may therefore be expected
to handle the special matrix of the present problems of the order of





3, the funotion V, which satisfies the differential.
(42)
~ = 10,000 Jo (3r) e3z (43)
on the boundary of a ci@e with center at r = 1.5, z = O, and radius of
O.5 (fig. 7), is obtainea by an improves relaxation method with difference
oorzection. Aoourate results were obtainea in referenoe 3 by the inolu-
sion of aifferenoesup to the fourth -r, even with a relatively coarse
network. Beca~e of the ourvd boundary all around, it was felt that it ,
,
. . . .. ..—. -------- . . . . . . . .--m . . . . . . . . . . .-. .-. .— -=3--- —---- —— -- --- --.--.--=. ----. — — --- ---
‘. .,. , . . .
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would be more convenient to.use the differentiationmefficients obtai&d
herein in tier to avoid the exlrapol.ationforlmth ~ ahd high-ozd.er .
d.ifferenoesnear thq boundary. In order to compare the zwults on the
same basis, the same network involving 16 interior points and the five-
point differentiationformula (correspondingto the inolusion of tkLffer- 1l-l
enoesup to the fourth order).are wed. The solution is Obtained by
both relaxation and matrix methods. -
Rekcation solution. - Basically, this problem involves only two
values of a, (O.1 and 0.18990), differing from the uniform spacing
b= 0.2 (fig. 7)l The spaoing ratio is therefore 0.5 and 0.94950,
respectively. Th6 differentiationcoeffioients for 0.5 oan be obtained
directly from the coefficient tables, and the coefficientsfor 0.94950
oan be taken, for engineering accuraoy, as equal to those for 0.95 given
in the coefficienttables. For the present calculation,’however, it
is better to compute these coefficientsmore accurately from the
formulas so that any difference in the result will not be attributed
to this approximation. After the coefficientsar6 obtained, they are
combined according to”equation (42) and are given in figure 8. The
correspondingrelaxation Pattern is given in figure 9.
It is convenient to obtain the solution in two steps. In the first
step only the five a heven lager coefficients of the nine cmeffioients
at each point are used to compute the residual and to improve the q
vQue at each point. After the reguma change of ~ at all points is
reduced to the order of 10, new residuals are computed and V values
are improvedusing all tine coefficients. The computation is stop~d
when the required change of q is less than 1.
Matrix solution. - Because of the possible accumulation of rounding-
ofl error in the matrix tabulation, the boundary values are computes to
five significant figures and the elements of coefficientmatrix M are
given to five dechal places. Matrix P is given to two decimal plaoes,
giving at least six significantnumbers. It was origi@ly intemieiito
keep five decimal places in the matrix V oaloulation also, but it later
developed that some elements in u bemme very small and the computa-
tion was exbended to seven deoimal plaoes, giving a minimm of three
significantfigures in one place. In spite of this decreasein sig-
nificant figures, the substitutionof the cp values obtained into the
original equation gives a new ~P~, ~P~ , which oheoks with the orig-
inal [P] to within two on the fifth significantnumber. The com-
posite matrix V and the column matrices Q, ~, and P‘ are all
given in table II. Calculationswere also made keeping five signi-
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A mmparison of solutions obtained by ~laxation ati matrix solu-
tions using the differentiationformula (16), the relaxation solution
. with M.fferenoe correction (referenoe 3), and the exact values are
P
E
given in table III. The first two solutions agree very well and can
be taken as the values the fOurth-deme piece-wise polynomial approxi-
mation and the gria size used..will give for this problem. Although
these values are, in general, accurate enough for engineering purposes,
some of them do not agree with the exaot value as well aa the solution
obtained in referenoe 3. This difference is oaused by the faot that in ‘
reference 3 the boundary values are obtained by extrapolationbased on
the approximate interior values and a constant fifth-order difference
obtained from them is used in subsequent calculations. Also at points
next to the bon-, the relaxation coefficients seem to be based on
a linear variation from those points to the bmn?dary. Beoause of these ,
variations, the ~cedure ‘givenin referenoe 3 will nab always give more
accurate answers than a strictly fourth-degne polynomial approximation
as used herein.
General differentiationformulaa are obtained in temms.of the values
of the funotion at unequally spaced arguments and the correspondingdis-
tanoes between the successive arguments using Lagra@an polynomials of
any de~e. The remainder term is also obtained. The coefficients in
the formulas for the first four derivatives at the given arguments are
explicitly given. For the special ease where there is only one spacing
at ei.tharend of the arguments different from the others, as often
enoountemd in - practical problems, the differentiationcoefficients
are oomputed for different ratios of this spaoing to the others, varying
from 0.1 to 1.29 and in idea of 0.01, and are given in the coeffi-
cient tables.
The formulas and the coefficients obtained can be wed to obtain the
approximate values of the various derivatives at any point witMn the
range of given arguments when the values of the funotion are given at a
mniber of points uneqizallyppaoed. They can also be used in the ~rical
integration of partial differential egyations where the starting value is
given on a ourve unequally spaced from the regular -a lines, or when the
interval must be ohanged during oaloulation. In particular, in the numer-
ical solutions of el.li@ic-type partial differential equations, they can
be used to.obtain the finite-differenceexprqssious more accurately and
conveniently at points near a curved boundary, to enable the use of a
gradually ino=asing grid spaoing away from the object if the boundary
condition is given at infinity, and to render the solution of these prob-
lems practloal on large-scale digital machines by eithdr iterative or
aireOt methodsl
. . .—- .. . .. .. ...— .——. --—-- . -—; —.. . .___— ..-. —— --. — -- —. —.-
. . . .
~---- .. ,.
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Inmost practical problems, use of differentiationf@’mulas based
on polynomials of higher degree than second is possible and advantageous
to enable the use of a relatively coarse grid over most of the domain
of the problem to reduce the amcunt of work.
~
.I-l
LetiS Flight prO@SiOn Lab-tory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, #
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TABLE III - Comparison?OF RESULTS
m
—
At Relaxation Relaxationw Matrix Exact
solution with solution with solution with value
difference fourth-degree fourth-degree
correction differentiation differentiation .
(reference3) formula (16) ~o=a (16)
1 -169 “-165 -166 -168
2 -98~ -972
-973 -978
-1536 -1526 -1527 -1531
2 -1596 -1593 -1592 -1593
“307 -298 -299 -305
2 -1783 -1777 -1778 ~1781
7 -2791 -2790 -27~o -2790
8 -2901 -2905 -2904 -2902
9 -560 -549 -550 -556
LO -3248 -32k7 -3247 -3245
Ll -5083 -5090 -5089 -5083
1.2 -5283 -5295 -529b -5288
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Figure 2. - l’hmbering system.
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Figure 7. - Boundary values and order inwhichcp is nunibered.
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- 1.67103613 amaootns -1.78M6931 .484687365 - .3691
1.64 -1066166216
1.23
$!.9a645161 -1.79s57143 .428641975 - .s7s4) 1.64
1.66 : plyg: 8.9a6eOOO0 -1.80566536 .4S2696308
::%
- .s808 1.s6
a.9a36507a -1.a17saela .436748466 - .s868 1.26
- 1.5ss74061 2.9aa40157 -1.620471.37
1.68 - 1.56472464
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.64 .360667642 -1 .262a6000
.65 .362249402 -1.$?6923077
.66 .343136044 -1.2&7&?576
.67 .33473a179 -1. M626866
.66 .326623167 -1.a36Q942a
.69 .316796311 -1.22463762
I - ;C; I Ifj-1’32
j?
I C2 I (j-2
32 53 b2f’:’(5)
0.909090909 0.261804762 -0.0466
.aooeo0201 .$K3033175 - .0463
.892657143 .ee4160a43 - .0467
.ee496575a .~66258216 - .0471
.e771988e2 .266356240 - .047s
.869563217 .W7442660 - .0479
.S62063966 .$?66626519 - .0463
.864700636 ,2606869s - .0426
.847467627 .8706422@? - .0498
.840336134 .m26694a6
- .0496
.833333333 .ma7a7a73 - .0300
lee644ea61 .273755666 - .0604
.ele67a231 .274774m5 - .06W
.8130CW30 .a767e4763 - .0523
.606461623 .a767e6n4 - .0517
leooooOooo .W7777778 - .0321
.793660794 .676761062 - .0625
.787401675 .$?79735663 - .062s
.7ela30000 .980701764 - .0633
.775193796 .261669329 - .0632
.766230769 .229606696 - .0642
.763366779 .2e36497e4 - .0646
.757575756 .ae446a759 - .0550
.762879699 .aa5407725 -.0664”
.74eaee637 .ae63i?47ee - .0538
.740740741 .267234043 - .0663
.736294U8 .eee233e83 - .0667
.720987007 .229099536 - .05n
.724637621 .2EW91.6966 - .0575
.72.9494460 .290794979 - .0579
.n4ae5714 .2S1666667 - .0623
.709a19e6e .Z!92631M0 - .06ee
.704226362 .ae33ee430 - .0582
.698300699 .294236623 - .0696
.694444444 .296081967 - .0600
.6S9666172 .i?95918367 - .0604
.664932507 .296747967 - .Oeoe
.6eoa7au3a .a97670660 - .0623
.675675676 .wm3670e7 - .0617
.671140240 .a992267e7 - .0621
,.666666667 .30m#moo - .0ea6
.662a51666 .300796e13 - .0629
.657e94737 .301667302 - .0233
.6336947n .30a37254a - .0632
.649350649 .30314e60e - .064a
.645162290 .303921669 - .0646
.641026641 .304667600 - .0630
.636949675 .3064474n - .0664
.6329113e2 .306201.360 - .0666
.62693cele .306949607 - .0663
.6a3000000 .307692306 - .0667
.Sallleola .3ue4e0119 - .0671
.617263951 .309160306 - .0675
.613496833 .30aee693e - .0679
.K)2756022 .310eoeoel - .0663
.606060506 .312320763 - .osee
.60a40a639 .31aQ30cY75 - .0662
.596609396 .32273406$? - .0696
.6e6a3eoas .31.3432236 - .0700
.681n6976 .3143.26394 - .0704
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-4.05910563 5.7631s728 -5.58067227 1.95662100 .322s .19
-3.72767679
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-3.6128tM23 1.94642667 .1267 .e4
.
.25 -2.24444444 4.5ooOOooo -3.50000000
:2J
1.94444444 .1875 .!25
-2.701.3301,3 4.34515325 -6.58750159 1*94247’m2 .1223 .26
-2.65942819 4.20370570 -5.57460314
.26




-Z..63456949 3. Q4627665 -3.53032760 1.93652122 .1906 .89
.30 -8.22965440 3.66563333 -3.53646M4
.31
: .::;~M1 .1917
-8.1519m33 S.72360645 -3.52671736 .lms :%
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s .44117647 -6.4925375Z 1.827554M6 .1950 .34
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.39
.1953 .52
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.218il .53
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-3.20481222 1.6752588S .2217 .66
- .659464358 1.!$0263731
:Z
-5.19760479 1.e7458u4 .2225 .67
- .663245373 1.27056824 -3. I.8047619
.69
1.87313435 .%235
- .657590622 1.94227556 -3. I.2545195 1.27174721 .2242 :=
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-25.0768851 4. Ooomooo - .661648296 .6s59
20.0287ms -8s.4886714 4.omoOoOO - .6661s0641 .8416
16.6046518 -68.ooOO#Oo 4.moowoo - .604651Ms .s473
17.3611111 -80.7mOooo 4.00000000 - .611111112
16.264670S
l26s1
-19.6470566 4.00000000 - .617611661
15.8906189 -18.6666667 4.0000ooOO - .62s86s611
.$%69 ‘
.8648
14.4196107 -17.7a94737 4.00000000 - .6sols6m6 . e707














4.oOOooooo - .6607M286 .Soll
10.66MM7 -14.0000000 4.Qooooooi) - .666666667
1o.8110879 -ls.6364616
.Sw7s
4.omooOOO - .672666678 .31S6
9.78968682 -ls.11.uul 4.00000000 - .676414067
9.3Q649884
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2C0 ;$ 2($ 2@ 3
30 32 33 ~2f141(@
0.70 S.17480S17 - 6.28672469 4.00000000 -o.wama5aa 0.6s66 0.70
l71 s.llas4104 - 6.22 S3S211 4.00000000 - .wamaaso
.’la
.6477 .71
s .06s7%46 - 6.16666667
.’?s
4.000omoo - .897068824 .6S6S .7a
3.01068794 - 6.loaaaao4 4.omooooo - .90109mol .6649 .7s
.74 8.95916s54 - 6. W406406 4.0000WOO - .90610a4a9 .67S6 .74
.76 J?oaoao9091 - 6.0000OOM
.76
4.ooOOoooo - .606060aoe .75
8.e6041190 - 6.947m64a
.77
4.00000000 - .92s04s478 :Pn .76
2.81son41 - 5.s9610sao 4.0000Oooo - .S16967SU8 .6999 .77
2.76701716 - 5.a4616s85
:;
4.00000000 - .9ma6ssoa .7Cea .78
2.7aala054 - 5.7 S7468ss 4.00oooooo - .aa47sl18s .n77 .79
.80 z.6785n4s - S.mooomo 4.00000000 - .9aa6n4a9 .7667 .80
.81 $2.6s50aao4 - 6.70S70S70 4.00000000 - .9s2s84s42 .7857 .81








- 5.5714S867 4.00000000 .- .94S661.87J3 .76S1 :Z
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.90 2 .i?9aa6057 - 5.sssss5ss
.91
4.00000000 - .S66627241 .8198 .90
~. S8577646 - 5.26670SS0
.aa
4.000oOOOo - .9690721.65 .8687 .91
2.ass47aso - 5.26085957 4.00oooooo - .472606740 .858s .aa
8.20191657 - 5.aa5a0645 4.0000Oooo - .9761OWI.5
:E
.0479 .9s
8.lnouao - 5.191489S6 4.0000OOW - .Q796W.857 .8676 .94








- 6.C9278S62 4.oOOooooo - .9a88969ao
.8a
.8560
z.054msoa - 5.06222449 4.oOOooooo - .96s2eaal
.99
.806S ::
2.02595856 - 5.0s0s0s05 4.oomoOOO - .99666561.8 .9067 .99
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4Nooooooo -1. ooaaooa9 .9469 1.0s
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- 4.76W?9S58 4.omooooo -1.0692S681 1.ooe7 l.oa











- 4.65486766 4.00000000 -1.0426ss65
1.14 1.6761649S
1.0604 1*UI
- 4.6SH7885 4.00oooooo -1 .0445a6aa 1.0616 1.14




















- 4.6a20Cao 4.00000000 -1.05W6US 1.2167 1.19
l.ao 1.ma60000 - 4.6omoooo 4.oOOooom -loosamooo 1.2267 l.ao













- 4.41as54a4 4.ooOOOooo -1.07407407 l.lnl .1.24










4.woooooo -1.05a558al 1.S049 1.27
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1.68
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For any value of r=~=~
YIT2Y2+Y3 2 2
(D2Y)X-x2= ~z + ~R
where
22 b2 f[4)(g1+
~R --m . . .
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Fw =0 ~c~‘3 + ‘Ri
(1-3.0)
v
* 30 3? 32 33 x2C3 2c3 2c3 ~2f141(o
).70 - 1.66741366 s.a65714a9
.n
-6.66941176 2.llUll12 o.a417 0.70
- 1.aa36a2a5 ::a#3mJ -s .30677196 2.107OUW .8446 “ .72
- 1.7626267s
:%
-5.46657200 2.loaa422a .8467 .7a
- 1 .74a6a06 5.10666QO4 -5.46660606 :.0039:2:
.74
.e49a .78 ;
- 1 .7m66671 5.06406403 -6.44667686 . .6627 .74
.76 - 1.66a53765 S.0000omo -5.4aa67143 8.060eoaoa
.76
.8646 .75
- 1.6a6a3404 4.94736a4a -5.40606091 a.ce69566a .8667 .76
- 1.66a306a9 4.8wlo5ao -5.369aso62 S. W3C3249
:%!
.8593 .77
- 1.56460402 4.a4616s65 -6.37076656 2 .0791366Q
.79
.8617 .76
- 1.6a076167 4.79746635 -5.s62.66631 2.07636666 .8646 .79
.eo - 1.43aoa6a4 4.75aoooO0 -5.533335W 8.on4a667 .8667 .80
- 1.4&a40aa5 .4.70570370 -6.s14aln3 $?.06762666
.6a
.ema .81
- 1.4a6664Jm 4.63S63659 -6 .246703S0 !4.06366a79 .a717 .6a
-1.39663996 4.62446765 -5.a7666a6a a.06007067
:Z - 1*2666Q703
.874a .63
4.6n4aa67 .s.a6066967 a.0363s602 .8767 .64
- 1.256aoolo 4.66942276 .5.a43643a4
:Z
a.06a63m3 .8766 la6
- 1.S22.61669 4.466s7603 -5.aa560646 2.04696106
.67
.8617 .86






- 1.6346466s 4.s7076666 -6.17460317 a.036066m .8696 .00
.ao “- 1.ao6aa236 4.333W333 -6.16769474 8.m446a76
.91
.8917 .60
- 1.266$ ?6966 4.26670320
.aa
-5.14236136 a.060aa7a4 .ewa .91
- 1.163a66a3 4.a6066a67 -sa.ammoo a.u473wa.3
.as
.8667
- 1.14036395 4.aamo646 -6.lo660aa9 2.oa669076 .8W3 :2
.94 - l.llalla 4.19146936 -6.lM67a561 a.oao40616 .9017 .a4
.96 - X.06793061 4.267aa474 -5.0766MW a.ommas .9046 .96
.96 - 1.07766903 4.U300000 -5.061aa449 a.023a362 .9067 .a6
- 1.06na6a4 4.06a7a3s2 -6.04666666 a.momm
:Z
.97






.00 - lmomoooo 4.00000000 -6.omoooOO 2.0000Oooo .!3167 1.00
.01 . - .a61aoo144 3.a70aa702 4.96507465 1.99667W4 .91aa ;:g
.03 - .m4a566a6 3.94117647 4.a70aa7Lm 1.99337748 .9a17
.947056346 3.ma6au6 4.9666660a 1.9aoo6901
:E :
.984a 1.03
.9W6361019 3.6a461636 4.94227647 1.96664!421 .9667 1.04.
.91mao147 3.667MS66 -4.W26~~7 1.06360638
:~ :
l93* 1.03
.m7966476 S.63026666 -4.9126E136 1.96056316 .a317 1.06




.862363967 3.76aa6366 -4.87C%2.340 1.a7067379 .9366 l.oa
.10 - l637S7M06 s.7a7a7a73 -4.66714666 1.9677U94 l9417 1.10
.663731036 3 .70a70a70 -4.04560190 1.96463066
:E :
.9446 1.11
.aoawnall S.67657M3 4.s5026666 1.96163646
.13
.9467 l.la
- .7a643a5m 3.66436726 -4.81660141 1.96646646
.14
.94aa 1.13
- .763fM4643 S.63167696 -4.60273636 1.96641401 .9617 1.14
.26 - .770376431 S.60669666 4.79064767 1.96a36095 .964a 1.15
.16 - .7677a66m 3.66660690 -4.77777778 1.9493670a .9567 1.16
.7464a7a46 S.66410666 4.76407696 1.94637aa4
:E :
.9596 1.17
.7354756a9 3.64a37aa6 ~;ymz?sg: 1.943366a5 .9617 1.26
.19 - .7a17a2a47 3.6aloo640 1.94043667 .964a 1.19
.20 - .noaa7a7a a.6wooooo
.al -
-4.7a767a73 1.a37mooo .9667 1.80
.666966266 3.47632664
.aa -




3.43006430 -4. 6406=96 1.aaa79a67 .974a 1.6s
.e4 - .666706335 3.4MW464 -4.67667143 haa59a593. .9767 1.a4
.a5 - l666410657 3.40000000 4.66666667 1.96307692 .079E l.as
.66 - .6465s05a4 3.360a523a -4.664667a6
.67 -
1.aaoa4340 .9m7 1.65





1.91463416 .9667 1 .aa
.617346163 3.33666140 4. 6aoo67s4 1.92266420 .maa l.ae
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3i 3Ci 3ci 3(j
G 3% 31 32 33 bf “’(2) Zi% bf’4’(2) bf ‘ 4’ (2)
,10 -25.9740260 g:pmlm~ -3.45454645 1.48867143 -0.8230 -0.7830 0.Z760 1.8760 0.10
,11 -25.229U28 -5.40340341 1.4212m95 - .23% - .7225 .2776 1.8775 .11
,12 -21.0579513 23.0000000 -6.S5n4866 1:41308434 - .8400 - .7800 .2800 ;:= .Is!
,X5 -M .1756393 py3~: -5.30075451 1.40s45070 - .8475 - .n75 .8685 .13
,14 -17.3572287 -5.26615769 1.401.86916 - .8530 - .715a .885a 1.2250 .14
,1.5 -16.1779575 20.mooooo -5.81.73QI.30 1.39534224 - .8625 - .712s .=”6 1.2676 :g
.18 -14.9664751 18.7300000 -5.17241379 1 .362222m - .8700 - .nm .8800 1.!4900
,17 -13.9o13428 17.6470328 -3. 12Em31s 1A2U8242 - .8776 - .7075 .$39$35 1.2825 .17
,ls -M.9380677 1.6.6566667 -6.02474576 1.37614679 - .8630 - .7030 .8950 1.8660 .I.2
,19 -18.1173199 15.7894737 -5.04801621 1.36985501 - .0085 - .7085 .2976 1 .287s .19
,20 -11.3636364 1500000000 -s.mocmoo 1.s6363666 - .90W - .7000 .3mo 1.3000 .20
,21 -10.6843087 lpg.l=: -4.95867769 1.35746606 - .9075 - .6975 .5085 1.3086 .21
,28 -10.0696822 -4.91.803279 1.36133135 - .9130 -- .6950 .3050 1.s050 .88
,25 - 9.31072096 1300434723 -4.27304272 1.34328142 - .-6 - .5883 .607s 1.5075 .2.5
,24 -9.0005’7603 ls.somooo -4.83270956 1.36w85n - .9300 - .6900 .3100 1.3100 .84
,25 -6.35336332 12.ooOooOO 4.2oOOoooo 1.s533333 - .937s
.26
- .627S .3186 1.S126 .85
-8.10399039 11.636461.5 ~4.76190476 1.s74353s - .9- - .6630 .SI.30 1.3150 .26
,27 - 7.70828757 11.1111111 4.78440445 1.32138560 - .9586 -..5285 .3175 1.3176 .87
.28 - 7. S426731.2 10.7M8257 -4.627- 1 .m578947 - .9~ - .5200 .3200 ::g~ .82
.ZQ - 7.oo57ce47 10.3442276 -4.66116Q78 1.31mf167 - .9675 - .6775 .3fN33 .29
.30 -6.62896320 10. OOIXMOO -4.613324W 1.30434723 - .9730 - .6750 .3Ma 1.3250 .s0
,31 - 6.38596799 9.67741935 -4.62013257 1.886701.30 - .8823 - .6725 .3875 1.3276 .31
.38 - 6.12264491 9.37WOOW -4.34345455 1.28310545 - .9900 - .67MI .3600 1.3300 .3Z





0.823s041 4.4776119 4 1.m805122 -1.0050 - .6650 .s330 1.6530 .s4
.36 - 5.40667927 8.6n42857 .4.4444444 4 1.27639574 -1.01.83 - .6625 .3575
.36 - 6.12875508
1.3675 . .35
8.33663533 4.411764n 1.8n18644 -1.0800 - .6600 .3400 1.5400 .36
.37 - 4.99438265 8.10210211 -403793380 4 1.26622W2 -1.0875 “ - .8575 .3423 1.3425 .37
.68 - 4.2074M95 7.8047366 4 -4.34722609 1.mmo480 -1.mtKl - .6360 .3450
.s9
1.s450 .52
- 4.63029107 7.6823076 9-4.3166467 61.2562301.3 -1.0425 - .6585 .3475 1.3476 .39
.%0 - 4.46482678 7.5oooooo 0 -4.286n42 9 l.moooOoo -1.0500 : @g .35430 1.s500 .40
.41 - 4.30656729 7031707317 -4.2553191 51.24421.382 -1.067s .3386 1.s385 .41
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